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Continuing in the tradition of Books 1 and 2, The Greatest Dot-to-Dot Book in the World Book 3 is

the third in a series of connect-the-dot books which stand apart because of their complexity and

variety. As in Books 1 and 2, there are traditional dot-to-dots as well as unique innovations and

variations for those who can count into the hundreds and follow simple instructions. Readers will

appreciate the fact that you can't tell what the images are before you start as well as the playful

challenges that maintain excitement throughout this book of all new puzzles. This fun and relaxing

book will entertain young and old alike! Ages 8-adult.
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A Note from the AuthorConnect-the-dot puzzles are a fun, quiet activity that I always enjoyed as a

child. As an adult, I found that all the books available were for young children just learning their

numbers, with drawings that gave away the final pictures.Being a lifelong puzzle fan, I thought it

would be fun to design a sophisticated and challenging dot-to-dot book for older kids. My objective

was to create a magical dot-to-dot experience, not only by increasing the numbers and image

quality, but also by inventing new and refreshing ways of creating pictures.Adults repeatedly tell me,

"I used to love dot-to-dots as a kid!"One of the most satisfying surprises is that grown-ups enjoy the

puzzles as much as kids. It is also exciting to hear of the numerous ways that the books have been



used for teaching and rehabilitation.The Greatest Dot-to-Dot Books have won multiple awards and

the puzzles can be found all over the world in newspapers, magazines, catalogs, various stores and

on the Internet. I&apos;d like to think it&apos;s because I&apos;ve tried to push dot-to-dots to a new

and unexpected level, striving to create a modern day dot-to-dot revolution!Have fun!

Images Appear Like Magic!A relaxing and fun book for anyone who knows how to count. Connect

the dots in this challenging collection of dot-to-dots and dot-to-dot variations for surprises that will

entertain young and old alike.Hours of fun for everyone!Great for:* Vacations* Souvenirs* Traveling*

Puzzle Lovers* Coloring

As good as the previous three books of the series we've bought. The puzzles are complex and fun

to do but not too crazy hard that you can't figure everything out after several moment of twisting and

turning the page eventually the picture comes into focus. Keep making these and we'll keep buying

them. The only thing we don't like are the 'crazy' puzzles where you have to figure out what number

corresponds to smiley faces, card suit pictures and other images so small they're almost impossible

to see. Those puzzles are just skipped in each book. But the rest is a great deal of fun and

relaxation. Highly recommended.

I love dot-to-dot puzzles and these are fun. I have the first four and now I am on the third book.The

numbers are small so I use a magnifying glaas to see some of the numbers. I like that the puzzles

also use letters in them also. They have puzzles that have stars in so you have to stop when you

get to a star and look for the next set of numbers. There are also puzzles where all there is are line

of dots with letters and number that are use as reference points. The directions tell which dots to

connect to make the picture.With all the different types of puzzles that are in each of these books, it

would be hard to be bored. I enjoy the books and I am sad when I finish one.These are great books

and easy to work on.

This book would have gotten a 5 star if it didn't try to mix activities. They inserted a couple of 'crazy

dots' exercises where they used symbols instead of numbers. This wouldn't necessarily have been

a bad idea except that coming up with so many different symbols resulted in way-too-small images

that were impossible to read. The symbols were not clear. The variations in when to stop a number

sequence and then skip to a new spot, following segmented instructions, and even the 'no dot'

exercise were very challenging.



I bought this product because I love doing dot-to-dots (it keeps me sane!I reviewed some reviews

on "Dot-to-Dot" myself on  and bought it.I haven't worked with it yet, but it looks like it will be exciting

to find thepicture behind the dots. This dot-to-dot book does not show picturesof the completed

dot-to-dot.

My wife can't put these books down and is hooked on them. Keeps her occupied when she is bored

and since she has a crippling nerve condition with a lot of pain it also helps her deal with the pain by

having to consetrate to complete the pictures

These are so much fun!! I tried the adult coloring books but these dot to dots are much more

relaxing and enjoyable for me. My 10 year-old daughter loves them too.

I purchased the whole "Greatest Dot-to-Dot" series as a gift for an adult friend who just loves to

wind-down in the evening by doing these. She absolutely loves the series. Based on her reaction to

these books, I'd recommend them for anyone looking for something to just wind-down with. Would

be great for seniors...

Bought this for kids who can't go to p.e. and have to stay with me in the nurse's office. Keeps them

entertained for hours! From very easy to complicated. The kids like the brainwork. It is satisfying to

see the fascination on their faces when they discover a picture appearing on the page.
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